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Recognition for high quality care
by Dr Mark Reynolds, chairman
UHUK has grown again. Since our last

spoke out in our praise from time to time?

newsletter ELMS is back with us, LCW and

That is one of our missions, to raise the

Active involvement

PELC in London have joined, and most

profile of good quality urgent primary care.

Do make use of our website, workshops

recently CHOC in Cumbria has also thrown

It’s hard to get audiences with decision

and conference. Arrange visits and strike

its hat into the ring.

makers, but it will be easier as we get bigger.

up a relationship with others in similar roles

A warm welcome to our new members, and

We want what we do to be firmly on radar

in partner organisations. Make use of our

many thanks for joining. Jointly we now cover

screens,

natural tendency to share with colleagues to

nearly a quarter of England. And it’s quite a

important, and doing a damned good job

raise all of our games.

ring our hats are in.

despite the pretty small sums of money we

UHUK has great potential but we are a social

Just last week I was at a Coroners Court,

receive.

enterprise. That in part means that all of our

where the coroner said that she always had

To be the best we can we need to learn from

members must try to give time and effort to

great admiration for the boys and girls in

each other. That’s one of our other missions.

make a success of the bold proposition that

green. Wouldn’t it be great if powerful people

Not as easy as it was before competition, but

is UHUK.

and

identified

as

essential,

still very doable.

mark.reynolds@sehnp.nhs.uk
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Award success
UHUK has been awarded the Social

(Healthcare

Enterprise Mark. The Mark recognises

Association) in December 2010. The

businesses

that

meet

HFMA Awards celebrate excellence

criteria

social

enterprise

Management

and

in finance departments across the

provide a benefit to their community

four home nations, showcasing best

(see Social Enterprise Mark gets national

practice and achievement in financial

launch page 6 in the March 2010 issue,

management and governance.

stored on our website shared resources

UHUK and NHS Audit South West

area).

submitted

We are now one of 356 organisations

Governance Award. The award was

using the Mark and will gain further

for an individual, team or organisation

exposure as there are more than 3000

that had improved its assurance and

visits to its website every month.

risk management arrangements to

Applications for the Mark from our

ensure the effective management of

members are welcomed and UHUK is

the organisation and the achievement

happy to refer you.

of its priorities.

www.socialenterprisemark.org.uk.

The winner of this award was Plymouth

UHUK

for

defined

Financial

was

also

nominated

and

shortlisted for an Award from HFMA

a

joint

entry

for

the

Hospitals NHS Trust, also with NHS
Audit South West.

THE BUSINESS REPORT
by John Horrocks,
chief executive

						

Single point of access - our position
With 25 per cent market share I feel we can represent
our market in general, and the social enterprise sector in
particular, on a range of subjects – not least 111.
At our last board meeting we came up with a joint position on
111. In summary, we are broadly supportive of the ambition of the
proposed service to simplify access to urgent care but we make
the following points:
•
It is crucial to preserve, not constrain, the current totality
of access. This can be achieved by common assessment
processes in organisations working in partnership.
•
We support a multi point of provision primary care led model,
rather than a single provider model (e.g. an ambulance trustcentred one) which in our view will not deliver.
•
Without a variety of points of provision NHS 111 runs the risk
of becoming yet another choice for patients, and adding to
confusion rather than simplifying.
•
We have concerns over the ability of some pilots/models to
cope with the volumes of, and fluctuations in, call demand.
Given the expected increase in unscheduled care demand
generated by the marketing of 111, we are concerned that
this new demand for primary care and the capacity of the
‘treaters’ 24/7 has not been considered and addressed.
•
Development of effective directories of services (DOS) is
critical. We are concerned that if these are inadequate than
referral to general practice which provides largely scheduled
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“UHUK organisations offer an ideal opportunity
to evaluate alternative approaches”
care will be a much used default with consequent overload.
•
The current outline requirements place too much emphasis
on 999 despatch, given the likely case mix. The service must have
the capacity to deal with minor queries rapidly and
effectively without engaging the full triage process.
At this moment it is difficult to see how 111 pilots are going to be
funded and this restricts our members’ ability to express interest.
We are keen however that out-of-hours organisations participate
in the ‘pilots’ and believe that UHUK organisations offer an ideal
opportunity to evaluate alternative approaches.
For those of us with even a medium term memory, it is important
not to repeat the mistakes of the NHS Direct exemplar model
which seem rather familiar…
>> Central top down approach
>> Lack of involvement of primary care
>> Primary care advice being given by clinicians without primary
care experience or leadership.
>> Single provider call centre model often unable to cope with
demand at moderately busy periods, and not able to cope during
peak periods.

www.urgenthealthuk.com

johnhorrocks@nhs.net

CLINICAL FOCUS

QUICK STATS

With Simon Abrams, Medical Director
IG SoC has shown us what UHUK is about but do we
understand what information governance is about?
Most, if not all UHUK members, have
spent the last few months feverishly
working to complete the Information
Governance Statement of Compliance (IG
SoC) requirements by March 31st 2011.
descriptions

changed,

training

requirements implemented, handbooks
written,

leaflets

developed,

ELMS
6 vehicles (5 normally + 1 on
busy BHs). 23 drivers (most
can also work as dispatchers
and receptionists).

SIROs

appointed and so on.
In November last year email traffic with

Knowing when to share
confidential information
can help save lives

a subject line including ‘IG SoC’ began to
increase between UHUK members as the
31st March deadline approached.

HUC
10 vehicles. 49 drivers.

Lightening the load
Organisations realised that the sheer

In addition the UHUK website members’

volume of work was too big and too

area (www.urgenthealthuk.com) has a

complicated to be completed by small

dedicated IG discussion forum and many

teams

useful pieces of information and advice.

working

in

relative

isolation.

BADGER
11 vehicles. 44 drivers.
			
BARDOC
4 vehicles. 22 drivers.
		
BARNDOC
3 vehicles on permanent lease
+ 2 rented at weekends.
29 sessional drivers.
DDOC
15 vehicles (some P/T) and 85
drivers in Devon. 1 vehicle
and 8 drivers in Halton.

Numerous policies have been created,
job

OUT-OF-HOURS
VEHICLES & DRIVERS

Valuable snippets of information about

The open, honest and useful discussions

the requirements were being exchanged,

have demonstrated the benefit of UHUK

particularly by Zain Aslam from BarDoc

– a supportive community dedicated to

and Martin Shaw from Devon Doctors,

improving the quality of out-of-hours

with Michaela Buck from Mastercall and

primary care.

John Harrison from Northern Doctors

Sharing the right information

joining in.

at the right time

Late in November, Phil Rogers from Audit

But with all this work, have we learnt what

South West sent out an IG readiness

IG is about? If we have, then we know

document and an offer of assistance from

that IG is about two things – not just

his organisation.

information security but also information

Hazel Harrison, UHUK business manager

usage: When to hold on and when to let

based in Devon, started asking people

go.

whether they were interested in an IG

It is a sobering thought that the two

workshop.

enquiries into the deaths of children at

On 25th January 13 people attended the

the hands of abusive parents (Victoria

IG workshop in Bromsgrove and noted

Climbie and Baby Peter) both called for

on their post event evaluation forms such

more sharing of information.

comments as “discussions and sharing of

I hope our work on IG ensures we

common issues worked well”.

understand the importance of information

Since the workshop, activity on the IG

sharing as well as information security.

Toolkit has become even more intense

If you do not have a username and

and feverish, with many people making

password for the UHUK website members’

requests for information and ideas. There

area, please contact Hazel Harrison on

have been plenty of responses, some with

01392 823152 or email hazel.harrison2@

attached documents.

nhs.net

LCW
4 vehicles. 9 drivers.
MASTERCALL
3 doctors’ cars and 1 patient
transport vehicle.
5 drivers. 20 ops drivers.
2 bank drivers.
Drivers also answer calls.
NDUC
20 vehicles (15 at Newcastle
& 5 at Teeside ops centres).
75 drivers (mix of 40 P/T
& F/T at Newcastle, and 35
mostly P/T at Teeside).
PC24
6 vehicles. 20 drivers.
PELC
5 vehicles. 17 bank drivers.
SEH
31 (25 equipped doctors’
cars + 6 others).
148 drivers (also act
as receptionists).
SHROPDOC
12 vehicles (mostly for OOH
service. 1 for DN service,
1 in reserve for PCT in
bad weather). 70 drivers
(also act as receptionists
at the smaller bases).

simon.abrams@uc24-nwest.nhs.uk

www.urgenthealthuk.com
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Setting an example
of good practice
Shropdoc has been commended in an
assessment of the urgent care system in
Shropshire, and Telford and Wrekin.
NHS West Midlands Quality Review team
reported that all aspects of the Shropdoc
service were examples of good practice.
In addition to the robust governance
arrangements, reviewers were impressed
by the availability of GPs with particular
expertise in the care of people with
mental health problems, care of people
in prisons, the range of services offered
out-of-hours (including many services

Your news stories

South East Health is working to increase
access to health services by the whole
community.
BADGER has launched its new website
www.badger-group.com.
Before it went live the final content
was sent to its marketing partner who
analysed and rewrote the raw copy to
ensure it was relevant and engaging to its
target audiences, whilst also optimising
content for the internet’s major search
engines. Please visit it and let business

“The websites have lots of potential and

development

O’Neil

are still a work in progress. It’s exciting

(geri.oneill@badger.nhs.uk) know what

to check the stats counter and see that

you think.

they’re already getting lots of traffic,

manager

Geri

some from around the world. I better get

provided by district nurses in other areas)

cracking with more updates!”

and by the work of the Care Coordination
Centre.

Council provides vital
community link

New websites

Herts Urgent Care has a stakeholder

South East Health has launched an

council (SHC) which enables local scrutiny

attractive and useful new website for its

of out-of-hours services, while creating

GP-led health centres at Eastbourne and
Hastings

an important link with the Hertfordshire

http://gplhc.southeasthealth.

community.

com.
Devon Doctors has also given its online
presence a makeover. Communications
officer Louise Jones worked with a local
web designer to produce five interlinking
websites.
Louise explained: “I wanted the websites
to explain in easy bite-size chunks how
our out-of-hours services and health
centres work.
“I also wanted to get across our social
enteprise values, the fact that our
services are led by local clinicians, and

4

Patients and professionals can use it to

positive news like our outreach work

find out about the wide range of health

and high ratings in patient satisfaction

services offered, as well as opening

suveys.

hours and directions.

“It was a complex task to plan how the

Both centres have open-door policies,

websites would interlink to reflect that

which

non-registered

Devon Doctors and its subsidaries work

patients can walk in and be seen by a

together and have the same values, but

GP or practice nurse within a couple of

are also their own localised entities.

hours.

“My favourite section is Windmill Hill

Patients can also register with the centres

Medical Centre’s ‘kids’ zone’ which

to gain access to the wider range of

features

general practice services and the option

for Dr Gregory from children at the

to book appointments.

neighbouring school.

means

April 2011
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and

questions
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The council is a mix of representatives
from charitable organisations, patient
representatives, GPs, HUC managers and
employees.
The charitable organisations include
Links and Viewpoint which have a strong
mandate for representing the public, as
well as the North Herts and Stevenage
Ethnic Minority Forum.
In addition, two members of the SHC
act as patient representatives in public
involvement and engagement research
at the University of Hertfordshire.
The council meets four times a year.
Finance and performance reports are
presented, and there’s an opportunity
for directors to give an overview of what
is happening in HUC.
There is also usually a discussion item.
Previously the council has examined the
process HUC uses for
Three committees have formed from
the

council:

Remuneration,

clinical

governance, and finance and audit.
They are chaired by non-executive
directors and include a SHC member

BEHIND THE SCENES
(all SHC members can attend the clinical

McJannett.

She

governance committee).

Dr Mian is a salaried GP who works for

‘Modelling

The council is an important part of

Mastercall Healthcare, which provides

Predicting Demand

HUC’s organisational structure. It acts

two GP surgeries on Tuesday and

and Resource’ at

as a ‘critical friend’ whilst also ensuring

Thursday afternoons at the centre. Lucy

the UHUK annual

that the organisation’s social enterprise

is from Community Health Stockport.

conference

beliefs and values are maintained.

The project team’s successful pitch

October last year.

was to get funding to buy a blood test

She

has

machine that measures the amount of

been

asked

deterioration of the liver.

speak at the YoungOR 17 conference

The test can be easily given to Wellspring

for academics and practitioners with

members who simply pop into the centre

operational research experience in April

for a meal or other help, so people who

at Nottingham.

LCW opens Urgent
Care Centres (UCC)
London Central & West’s Urgent
Care Centre at Chelsea & Westminster
Hospital went live last October.
LCW is working in partnership with other
NHS providers to deliver five high quality
UCCs, including the St Charles UCC, sites
at Charing Cross and Hammersmith
Hospitals, and a UCC pilot at St Mary’s
Hospital.
There are a few operational differences
from unit to unit. Clinician streaming
patients on arrival varies, and each
locality has different care pathways and
operational policies.
Over the coming months it will be
possible to review the effectiveness of
the different models in terms of clinical
outcomes, demand management and
patient experience so that LCW can
continue to improve the services offered
to local people. All sites are connected
to LCW’s Adastra-wide area network.

may not otherwise seek help for an
alcohol problem are reached.

appointments – a problem that plagues
other alcohol treatment services.
Dr Mian explained: “Previous studies
have shown that using liver function
tests to motivate people to reduce their
alohol intake really works.
“With this machine, we can improve the
quality of care we offer homeless and
vulnerable people and hopefully reduce
the number of times they end up at A&E.”
Lucy added: “The project will have two
effects – most importantly it will improve
the quality of life for the people we’re
helping but this will also save the NHS
money in the long term.”
The Wellspring Centre is open 365 days

Award-winning project

a year, providing homeless and people
in need in Stockport with food, shelter,

and

in
also
to

Pearl of an office for
East Kent team

Feedback is instant, so there’s no
waste with clients not turning up for

presented

South East Health’s East Kent locality
team has completed its first quarter
in

new

premises

in

Estuary

View,

Whitstable.
The office now houses SEH’s six-strong
IT team, a contact centre that operates
at weekends in addition to the one in
Ashford, administrative staff, and a
pharmaceutical technician.
Operations

manager

Mary

Kitcher

explained: “The new offices are very
close to the Thanet Way, providing easy
access for journeys to other offices in the
SEH operational area, such as Ashford.
“We are now enjoying working in these
beautiful offices overlooking the Thames
Estuary.” The premises are shared with
GP surgeries on the ground floor.

A project aimed at steering Stockport’s

clothing and companionship as well as

homeless away from harmful drinking

access to health care, education and

has scooped a prestigious award and

life skills. It’s run by a local voluntary

won a major cash injection.

Supporting youth
football

organisation supported by donations.

The scheme, to be set up at the town’s

Shropdoc has sponsored Shrewsbury

Mastercall Healthcare is commissioned

Wellspring

Juniors Under 8 football team, supplying

Stockport PCT to provide its clinical

them with a first aid kit and water bottles.

service.

The team has had an impressive run of

Centre,

was

up

against

12 other teams bidding in front of a
Dragon’s Den-style panel for the £50,000
funding.
The team’s secret weapon was ex service
user Chris Maskell who ‘rapped’ about
his experiences of the centre and how
the scheme could have helped him.
Chris won the day, ably backed by the
centre’s

medical

staff

including

Dr

Shan Mian and nurse specialist Lucy

results, winning 7-2 against Meresiders,

Masters for Grace

16-0 against Whitchurch Alport Juniors,

Grace Stirling, statistics advisor for

16-0 against Gobowen Youth and 7-3

Northern Doctors, has been awarded

against Ellesmere Rangers.

an MSc in Statistics. Her thesis is titled
Statistical Methods for Supporting Urgent
Care Delivery.
Grace will be editing a paper from her

Share your news with other members:

thesis and will share this with UHUK.

email hazel.harrison2@nhs.net

www.urgenthealthuk.com
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Benefitting from our shared resources
Business manager Hazel Harrison gives an update on how UHUK is
working together in cyberspace and beyond...
We have expanded to 14 member organisations with the welcome

subscribed to the forums that are relevant to your work area and

arrival of PELC, LCW, CHOC and the return of ELMS. Their profiles

you will receive an email alert which takes you straight into the

are being added to our website www.urgenthealthuk.com, which

forums when someone sends a post.

continues to update you on current news items, workshops and

V Bulletin is there for you to gain the maximum benefit from

events. Please send me your newsworthy items and I will post them

information sharing and you will get the most out of it if you

under the news section.

participate.

The shared resources and information area is your archive store,

Don’t forget the prize which will be awarded at the Annual

currently holding UHUK market reports, external reports, workshop

Conference in October, for the member with the most postings

programmes, presentations, documents and web features.

from February – October 2011. We have one member in the lead

This area is currently under-utilised; there is
the potential to share and store many more
documents under your work areas.
Please let me know which other resources
you would like to see here and I can upload

with nine postings...

“It makes a real difference to the
member who posts a query if you can
reply with the information they need”

your documents.

E-Learning modules
Simon Abrams and I have been working
with Coventry University to set up the
UHUK e-learning platform and portal. This
will enable members to access e-learning

V Bulletin (UHUK discussion forums)

modules from the UHUK website.

The website has seen a dramatic increase in members registering

All is running smoothly and the Moodle software from Coventry

to almost double (currently 161) since last October and I am adding

University has been integrated with our website.

new members to the site on a regular basis. V Bulletin users remain

We will be holding a UHUK workshop on 28th April in Birmingham to

at a very small percentage of these members, with an increase

design the first e-learning module on telephone consultation.

from 8 to 17 of you posting on a regular basis.

The aim is to go live with this module from early June this year.

Please spread the word to your colleagues and encourage your

Following on from the April workshop, there will be a further

teams to benefit from this valuable resource for networking and

e-learning workshop on 13th July to scope two or three further

sharing good practise.

modules. This is an exciting development for UHUK and the start

It makes a real difference to the member who posts a query if

of a UHUK e-learning community.
hazel.harrison2@nhs.net

you can reply with the information they need. Ensure that you are

Date s for your diar y
Workshops

Board meetings

Weds 18th May Three Digit Number
Holiday Inn, Birmingham Bromsgrove B61 9AB
•
Clarify the future options for direction of travel for
UHUK and its members

Conference

Thurs 28th April Telephone triage e-learning module
Holiday Inn, Birmingham Bromsgrove B61 9AB
•
Design of telephone triage E-Learning module for
access to members via UHUK website

Weds 13th July Scoping for future E-Learning modules
Coventry University
•
Following on from the April workshop, an opportunity
to scope 2 or 3 further modules

Tuesday 7th June
Tuesday 15th November
Tuesday 21st February (2012)
Lockton, The St. Botolph Building, 138 Houndsditch, London
EC3A. This venue is close to Aldgate tube station on the
metropolitan and circle lines.

Weds 12th & Thurs 13th October 2011
Hilton Hotel Birmingham Bromsgrove B61 0JB

Sept/Nov Audit (date to be confirmed)
Birmingham
•
Guidance from Audit South West in implementing
changes arising from the audit process
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SPOTLIGHT ON...

BADGER

Chief executive Nick Farmer gives the inside track on the Birmingham consortium
The Birmingham And District General

We

Practitioner Emergency Rooms group

national quality requirements (NQRs)

(BADGER) is a consortium of local

for our commissioning Primary Care

doctors who have joined together to

Organisations.

consistently

deliver

above

the

New premises

provide an improved GP out-of-hours
service for their patients.

In January 2010 we moved into larger,

The BADGER co-operative was launched

modern premises, which improved the

in 1996 and has grown substantially since

working environment significantly for our

then.

staff.

Today it employs approaching 500 clinical

We now operate out of a spacious

and operational personnel, serving a

call centre where we have the full

number of contracted Primary Care Trusts,

infrastructure to support our continued

and 234 GP members with a patient base

growth and development.
Management restructure

of over two million.

I was appointed in April 2010, and
undertook a review of our strategy and
operating arrangements.
An executive management team was
formed including myself, group medical
director, director of finance, and director
of human resources. We also enhanced
our business development function.

A people-led enterprise

Midlands Medical).
This centre opened in August 2010 and
has developed quickly, with current
volumes

in

excess

of

contractual

expectations.
As part of another new joint venture
partnership with Malling Health we
won a new contract to provide primary
healthcare services to HMP Brinsford.

New contracts
Throughout this period of change we have
continued to deliver the national quality
Our board is made up of two executive

requirements. We won a new contract to

and six non-executive directors. We have

provide a GP led walk-in centre as part of

350 GPs, 40 nurses and 50 call handlers

a new joint venture business (Badger

As part of our revised group strategy
we are seeking entry into the social
care market to provide homecare and
supported living services.
nick.farmer@badger.nhs.uk

working on the front line operation.
The

organisation

also

provides

GP

walk-in centres and a range of other
complementary primary care services.
It is also currently seeking entry into the
social care market.
Quality
We recognise that we are a people
business, in all respects, and therefore
our

aim

depends

on

transparency

in our dealings with services users,
commissioners and employees.
Our business intention is to deliver
value to stakeholders through profitable
and sustainable growth in key areas
and to deliver a good level of return on

BADGER’s spacious call centre

investment.

www.urgenthealthuk.com
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A day in the life of... Dr Bruce Hughes
It wasn’t so long ago that we were all knee-deep in winter snow. Devon Doctors
chair Dr Bruce Hughes recalls one of his more dramatic out-of-hours shifts...
Most days for me are busy. I’m a partner in
a semi rural North Devon general practice
four days a week. I work as medical
director to the local children’s hospice and
am proud to serve as chair of the Devon
county subcommittee of Devon LMC.
My role for Devon Doctors includes
chairing the board, annual appraisals for
the medical director and chief executive,
and representing the localities of Mid and
North Devon on the board.
Saturday 18th of December 2010 was a
memorable day however. On the previous
day my wife and children were snowed in
in Surrey and there were warnings that the
snowfall was due to hit the South West
next.
I live in very rural area some 12 miles from
Devon

Doctors’

Barnstaple

treatment

centre, and most of those miles consist of
country lanes.
As I was due to work at the treatment centre
the next morning I prevailed upon some
friends who lived nearer to Barnstaple to
put me up on Friday night.
Quite unusually the weather forecast was
correct and before we went to bed that
night the snow had begun to fall.
Awakening early the next morning I was
greeted with what can only be described
as arctic conditions outside.

Footsteps in the snow: Bruce somewhere in the distance
At least eight inches of snow had fallen and

of my car, and decanted the more useful

there was a cold easterly wind blowing it

items from my doctors bags, along with

into drifts, keeping the temperatures well

some emergency medicines, into a small

below zero.

rucksack.

My much shorter journey to the treatment

After twenty minutes of slipping and

centre even on flat roads in a 4x4 was hairy

sliding, a relieved and mildly amused

to say the least!

patient greeted me and was hopefully

On arrival the treatment centre was

sorted out.

unmanned and the overnight doctor

When I finally arrived back at the car cold

and driver were late back from a remote

and fairly tired, I was greeted by my toasty

snowbound visit.

warm driver laughing and videoing my

We struggled early on to get doctors and

slithery passage back up the lane!

support staff into our two North Devon

bruce.hughes@nhs.net

treatment centres but soon had a full
compliment thanks to some ingenuity and
the flexibility of our team, including staff
who had not been due to work that day.
At around 10.30am we got a call for a home
visit to a patient on the edge of Exmoor.
We were advised by them that we would
not be able to access the property by car
and would need to park at the top of a
steep narrow lane over half a mile away.
Our new Honda CRV proved very capable
as we made our way to the remote location.
I made use of my walking boots and the
Nordic trekking poles that had been sitting

White knuckle ride

amongst the general detritus in the boot

Driver Ron Gibson took time out
from chuckling at Bruce to get
this snap of the Devon Doctors
Honda

Do you have an article or story to share with UHUK members? Email hazel.harrison2@nhs.net
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